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Coffee Blends 

Dolphin - Decaffeinated Coffee 

Free from Caffeine, this harmonious blend 

combines the full flavors of Eastern Asian & 

Latin America into a single, joyful smooth cup.   

Eagle - Medium Roast Coffee 

Eagle brings soaring flavor and superb strength 

to a full bodied cup. Blended from the finest 

Central and South American beans, Eagle's 

great taste is sure to satisfy.  

Frog - Breakfast Blend Coffee 

Jump start your day with this Incredibly 

smooth and flavorful coffee. Roasted lighter, 

this combination of Latin American coffees, 

offers a wise choice for your early morning 

cup.  

Orca - Dark Roast Coffee 

Goodness is at the heart of this rich and nutty 

dark roasted coffee. Orca has intense, rich 

flavor with a subtle but pleasing finish.  

Thunderbird - Dark French Roast Coffee 

This "Dark French" roasted combines the 

richness of three varieties from Latin America 

to create a complex blend with a thunderous 

taste that is hard to match.  

Raven - Espresso 

Full of life and strength, our espresso has been 

created to deliver a ravenous flavor and a long 

finish. A discerning flavor for those who 

appreciate good times and great coffee.  

 

 

Stephens’ Coffee 

Mobile Coffee Service, 

Retail & Wholesale 

 

Phone: 778-789-5619 

Email: 

steve@stephenscoffee.ca 

 

Authorized Distributor for Spirit Bear 

Coffee Company 

Coffee Service 

We provide coffee service for special events 

where you expect to cater  to at least 100 

people to attend.  

We provide fresh brewed Spirit Bear Coffee, 

coffee cups, cream and sugar. 

Hot Chocolate & a variety of tea will be avail-

able as well. 

We provide the very popular favorites ‘Orca  

- Dark Roast’ & ‘Eagle—Medium Roast’ 

coffee. 

Should you wish other roasts to be provided, 

please let me know at time of booking.  



More Than Just a Coffee 
Company 

We drink a lot of coffee 

around here. So it's got to be 

great. We start with a strictly 

hard bean, high-grown organic 

fair-trade Arabica beans that 

are craft-roasted to bring out 

the optimum flavor profile for 

each blend.  

Since 2006 Spirit Bear Coffee 

Company has been sourcing 

and craft-roasting some of the 

finest organic and fair-trade 

coffee in the world. At coffee 

origins in South America we 

support the health of our 

farmers through organic 

farming methods and ensure 

that they are paid fairly via 

fair-trade premiums.  
 

Other Supplies 

12oz Recyclable Cups (1000 Case)             
$120.00 

12oz Recyclable Lids (1000 Case)              
$90.00  

Coffee Cup Sleeves Spirit Bear 
Logo (1300 Case)                 
$130.00 

7” Wood Stir Sticks—1000 count    
$9.00   

Raw Sugar—1000 count             
$37.00 

White Sugar—2000 count             
$32.00 

Splenda—2000 count             
$55.00 

Pure Via Stevia (1000 count)                   
$33.00  

Hot Chocolate—50 x 25 gr  
$20.00 

Basket Filters (1000 count) 
$17.00 

 

Keurig Compitable Coffee 
Pods 

K-Cup single serve pods are 

sold for the following blends: 

Eagle—Medium Roast Coffee 

& Orca—Dark Roast Blend. 

Prices 

36 Pack  $35.00            

100 Pack  $97.50 

400 Pack  $390.00 

Whole Bean & Ground 
Coffee 

400 gr Whole Bean    $15.30             

1 kg Whole Bean       $33.70 

Portion Packs (42 x 70g)  

        $107.00  

100 x 19g Sachets      $74.00 

For In—Room Coffee (4 Cup) 


